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To a first-order approximation, binaural localization cues are ambiguous: many source locations
give rise to nearly the same interaural differences. For sources more than a meter away, binaural
localization cues are approximately equal for any source on a cone centered on the interaural axis
~i.e., the well-known ‘‘cone of confusion’’!. The current paper analyzes simple geometric
approximations of a head to gain insight into localization performance for nearby sources. If the
head is treated as a rigid, perfect sphere, interaural intensity differences~IIDs! can be broken down
into two main components. One component depends on the head shadow and is constant along the
cone of confusion~and covaries with the interaural time difference, or ITD!. The other component
depends only on the relative path lengths from the source to the two ears and is roughly constant for
a sphere centered on the interaural axis. This second factor is large enough to be perceptible only
when sources are within one or two meters of the listener. Results are not dramatically different if
one assumes that the ears are separated by 160 deg along the surface of the sphere~rather than
diametrically opposite one another!. Thus for nearby sources, binaural information should allow
listeners to locate sources within a volume around a circle centered on the interaural axis on a ‘‘torus
of confusion.’’ The volume of the torus of confusion increases as the source approaches the median
plane, degenerating to a volume around the median plane in the limit. ©2000 Acoustical Society
of America.@S0001-4966~00!04803-7#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Qp, 43.66.Pn@DWG#
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INTRODUCTION

The most robust, static cues for determining sou
source direction in anechoic space are differences betw
the signals reaching the left and right ears~i.e., the interaural
intensity differences, or IIDs; and interaural time differenc
or ITDs!. Other cues, such as spectral content and ove
sound intensity, depend on the ability of the listener to te
apart acoustic attributes that are due to source content
attributes that are due to source position.

A. Cones of confusion: Binaural cues for relatively
distant sources

Interaural time differences result mainly from diffe
ences in the path length from the source location to the
ears. In the simplest approximation, iso-ITD locations form
hyperbolic surface of rotation symmetrical about the inter
ral axis ~e.g., see von Hornbostel and Wertheimer, 19
cited in Blauert, 1997, p. 179!. For distances more than
meter from the head, these hyperbolic surfaces approxim
cones centered on the interaural axis~i.e., the well-known
‘‘cones of confusion’’!. A better approximation takes int
account the effects of a spherical head on the path length
the ears~e.g., see Mills, 1972; Molino, 1973!; however, even

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; electronic
shinn@cns.bu.edn
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these iso-ITD contours depend only on the angle from sou
to interaural axis for distant sources. Empirical measu
ments of ITD as a function of source direction show th
these approximations are quite accurate~e.g., see Mills,
1972!.

For relatively distant sources, IIDs arise primarily b
cause of acoustic interference of the head~e.g., see Mills,
1972!. In particular, for frequencies whose wavelengths
small relative to the dimensions of the head, the ear fart
from the source generally receives less energy than
nearer ear. For sources more than a meter away and as
ing a simple spherical head model, the IID at a given f
quency is roughly constant for all sources at the same a
from the interaural axis. Thus for distant sources, a spher
head model predicts that iso-IID contours fall on the sa
cones of confusion as iso-ITD contours~although the mag-
nitude of the IID at a particular direction generally vari
with frequency!.

When human subjects localize sounds, they often m
errors in which the perceived location falls near the sa
cone of confusion as the actual source, but is at the wr
location on the cone of confusion. Such errors can be
plained by the fact that to a first-order approximation, bina
ral cues can only resolve source position to within a cone
confusion and other less robust cues must be used to dis
biguate location on a particular cone of confusion. It is no
worthy that in a large percentage of cone-of-confusion
il:
16277(3)/1627/10/$17.00 © 2000 Acoustical Society of America
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rors, the perceived source location is near the true loca
mirrored about a vertical plane passing through the intera
axis, resulting in ‘‘front/back’’ confusions~e.g. see Makous
and Middlebrooks, 1990; Wenzelet al., 1993; Wightman
and Kistler, 1999!.

One cue for resolving this confusion is the spectrum
the signal reaching the eardrum, which varies with sou
position due to the acoustic effects of the head, pinnae,
torso ~e.g., see Shaw, 1997!. However, despite the fact tha
the spectrum of the signal at the eardrum also depends o
spectrum of the source signal itself, a number of experime
support the idea that a major cue for resolving cone-
confusion ambiguities is the spectral content of the sign
reaching the eardrums~e.g., see Roffler and Butler, 1968
Butler and Planert, 1976; Butler and Humanski, 1992; W
zel et al., 1993; Gilkey and Anderson, 1995; Wightman a
Kistler, 1997b; Hofmanet al., 1998; Kulkarni and Colburn
1998!.

ITD and IID cues are not perfectly constant for sourc
on the same cone of confusion because the ears are no
metrically opposed to one another, the head is not a per
sphere, and the head and ears are not perfectly symm
about the interaural axis~e.g., see Molino, 1973; Searl
et al., 1976; Searleet al., 1976a; Middlebrookset al., 1989;
Duda and Martens, 1998!. Such asymmetries probably aid
localizing sound sources~e.g., see Searleet al., 1976b!. For
instance, the pattern of IID across frequencies may help
resolve source location on a cone of confusion for dist
sources~e.g., see Middlebrookset al., 1989; Duda, 1997;
Wightman and Kistler, 1997b!. However, such cues are no
as robust or systematic as other binaural cues; they tend
extremely complex functions of both frequency and sou
location ~see discussions in Middlebrookset al., 1989;
Wightman and Kistler, 1997a!. Recent analysis suggests th
torso reflections cause a peak in the IID between 2–5 k
with the frequency of the peak varying with angle around
interaural axis~Avendanoet al., 1999!. This low-frequency
IID peak is grossly front–back symmetric, a trait which m
explain why front/back reversals are the most common co
of-confusion errors.

It is clear that binaural cues~particularly IIDs! arising
from distant sources actually differ to some degree for d
ferent locations on the same cone of confusion. However,
variations in binaural cues on any given cone of confus
tend to be smaller and/or less consistent than the variat
across different cones of confusion. Thus analyzing bina
cues for a simplified, symmetrical head model can prov
insight into sound localization behavior by describing ho
gross binaural cues vary with source location.

B. Interaural intensity differences as a cue for source
distance

A number of researchers have previously pointed
that for a nearby point source, IIDs vary with source posit
differently than do ITDs. If one assumes that ITDs convey
which cone of confusion a source is contained~an angle that
will be called the ‘‘angle between the source cone and
interaural axis’’ throughout this paper!, then IIDs can be
used to determine source distance~e.g., see Hartley and Fry
1628 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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1921; Firestone, 1930; Wightman and Firestone, 1930; C
man, 1963; Hirsch, 1968; Molino, 1973; Brungart an
Rabinowitz, 1996; Duda and Martens, 1998; Brungart a
Durlach, 1999; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999!. Due to limi-
tations in available computational power, most early stud
of the binaural differences arising from a point source n
the listener were limited to a very restricted set of positio
and frequencies~e.g., Hartley and Fry, 1921; Fireston
1930; Wightman and Firestone, 1930; Hirsch, 1968; Molin
1973!. While these papers point out that IID cues can disa
biguate source location once the ITD is known, they do
explicitly show how reliable IID spatial cues are or ho
these cues change with source location.

Recently, Duda and Martens~1998! and Brungart and
Rabinowitz ~1999! computed how the signals reaching
rigid spherical head vary with distance and direction o
point source. Both groups discuss the fact that IIDs prov
distance information for nearby sources. Brungart a
Rabinowitz~1999! further point out that the IID grows as th
source moves lateral to the head, as well as increasing
frequency and decreasing with distance. In analyzing beh
ioral localization data for nearby sources, Brungart a
Durlach~1999! show that the ability to judge source distan
increases as source azimuth increases, consistent with
idea that the IID magnitude generally increases with sou
laterality. In a preliminary model of localization for nearb
sources, Brungart~1998! assumes that IID decreases exp
nentially with source distance and that the exponent po
increases with source azimuth. By taking into account
perceptual sensitivity to ITD and IID information, this mod
was able to predict an observed improvement in dista
perception with increasing source azimuth for sources
stricted to within 30 deg of the horizontal plane.

These studies demonstrate that IIDs provide unique
formation about source location for nearby sources, but
the amount of spatial information gained from the IID d
pends on the spatial position of the source. The curr
analysis shows quantitatively how IID depends on the an
between source cone and interaural axis and the distanc
the source from the head. By calculating surfaces for wh
binaural cues are constant~and thereby specifying which
source positions cannot be disambiguated on the basi
binaural cues!, insight can be gained into sound source
calization for nearby sources.

The analyses below examine how binaural cues v
with source location; however, they exclude any consid
ation of the acoustic effects of the shoulders, torso, or p
nae. Thus, while the current analyses may help to exp
some aspects of sound localization for nearby sources,
cannot explain perceptual results that depend on these ac
tic effects.

I. INTERAURAL DIFFERENCES FOR AN
ACOUSTICALLY TRANSPARENT HEAD

For a spherical head, interaural differences will va
with frequency. However, if one treats the head as acou
cally transparent, interaural differences depend only
source position relative to the two ears and are indepen
1628Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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of frequency. This section considers this simplified case
order to gain insight into more realistic approximatio
~treated in later sections!.

A. Interaural time differences

Ignoring the acoustic effects of the head itself, the ITDt
depends only onD, the difference in the path lengths to th
two ears. Specifically,

t5
D

c
, ~1!

wherec is the speed of sound~343 m/s!. By definition, an
iso-ITD surface for point receivers in free space is the lo
of positions at whichD is constant. Assuming that two ea
are located in a rectilinear coordinate system at (r ,0,0) and
(2r ,0,0) ~which puts the center of a head of radiusr at the
origin!, this surface is given by

4

D2
x22

4

4r 22D2
~y21z2!51. ~2!

These iso-ITD surfaces form the ‘‘traditional’’ cones of co
fusion ~e.g., see Blauert, 1997!.

The just-noticeable difference~JND! for ITD is roughly
10–20 ms for a reference with 0 ITD and increases
roughly a factor of 2–3 for larger reference ITDs~e.g., see
Durlach and Colburn, 1978!. Of course, these JNDs measu
the best performance that can be achieved in a simple
crimination experiment when there is no stimulus uncertai
~e.g., see Braida and Durlach, 1988!. In fact, the ability to
extract ITD information will generally be worse if the sub
ject must attend to a large range of stimuli~e.g., see Koehnke
and Durlach, 1989; Shinn-Cunninghamet al., 1998!. In order
to gain insight into the spatial information conveyed by t
ITD, one can compute the iso-ITD surfaces that should l
to detectable changes in ITD as a function of spatial locat
The left side of Fig. 1 shows ITD contours spaced at 50ms
increments for an arbitrary plane containing the interau
axis.

One can see from the symmetry of Eq.~2! that the iso-
ITD contours are three-dimensional surfaces formed by
tating the depicted one-dimensional contours around the
teraural axis. ITD information should allow listeners
determine a sound source location to within the volume
lineated by an adjacent pair of iso-ITD surfaces. The g
area on the left of the graph shows the cross section of s
a volume taken through an arbitrary plane containing
interaural axis for a source at the position labeled ‘‘s.’’ Of
course, if the head were not acoustically transparent, the
from source to ear would not always be direct~i.e., sound
would have to travel around the head! and the sound wave
would be reflected and diffracted by the head. As a result,
acoustically transparent head analysis generally under
mates ITDs.

B. Interaural intensity differences

The IIDs that occur for sound sources very close to
listener help to disambiguate source positions that resu
1629 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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nearly identical ITD values. Like ITDs, IIDs restrict sourc
location to a two-dimensional surface. For sources near
head, iso-IID surfaces differ from iso-ITD surfaces and th
provide unique information about source position.

One major component of the IID for nearby sourc
arises due to differences between the path lengths to the
ears. The energy transmitted to a point in space from a
formly radiating point source is inversely proportional to t
square of the distance from the source. Assume that
‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right’’ point receivers are located at distances o
dL and dR , respectively, from a uniformly radiating poin
source. Then the square of the ratiodL /dR equals the ratio of
the intensity reaching the right receiver over the intens
reaching the left receiver. The resulting IID will be consta
for all positions at which the ratiok5dL /dR is constant. The
IID a ~in dB! is given by

a520 log10k. ~3!

Again assuming that two ears are located at (r ,0,0) and
(2r ,0,0), the iso-IID surfaces are given by

~x2xa!21y21z25da
2,

xa52r
~11k2!

~12k2!
, ~4!

FIG. 1. Iso-ITD and iso-IID contours as a function of spatial location for
acoustically transparent head. The left side of the figure shows iso-
contours spaced every 50ms. The right side of the figure shows iso-IID
contours spaced every 1 dB. By symmetry, these contours are identica
any arbitrary plane containing the two ears~small circles!. All spatial units
are in meters. The abscissa is parallel to the interaural axis and the ord
perpendicular to the interaural axis. The gray filled areas show the region
space that are consistent with the ITD for a source at the position marke
‘‘ s’’ and the IID for a source at the position marked by ‘‘3.’’ The dashed
line repeats the iso-ITD contours that delineate the ‘‘cone of confusion’’
the source at ‘‘3.’’ The intersection of the area enclosed by these das
lines and the filled area on the right are the only locations consistent
both ITD and IID cues for a source at ‘‘3.’’
1629Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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These iso-IID surfaces constitute perfect spheres of

diusda , whose centers fall on the interaural axis at (xa,0,0).
Both the distance from the center of the sphere to the ne
ear and the radius of the sphere increase with decreasing
magnitude~as k approaches one!. As the IID approaches
zero, the magnitudes of bothda andxa grow to infinity and
the iso-IID sphere degenerates to the entire median pl
The iso-IID sphere degenerates to a point at the positio
the nearer ear as the IID magnitude increases~k approaches
zero or infinity!.

The just-noticeable difference~JND! in IID is approxi-
mately 0.8 dB, independent of frequency and reference
~e.g., see Mills, 1960; Hershkowitz and Durlach, 196
Mills, 1972!. The right side of Fig. 1 shows iso-IID contou
at 1-dB separations for source positions on an arbitrary p
containing the interaural axis. As with iso-ITD curves, rot
ing these iso-IID curves around the interaural axis gener
iso-IID surfaces in 3-space. In other words, gross IID inf
mation alone should allow subjects to determine source
cation to a volume of space whose bounding surfaces
iso-IID spheres separated by one JND. The shaded gray
on the right side of Fig. 1 shows the cross section of suc
volume~through a plane containing the interaural axis! for a
source at location ‘‘3.’’

C. Tori of confusion

The goal of this analysis is to estimate how well subje
can judge source position based only on robust, bina
cues. It is generally accepted that ITD and IID are separa
computed in individual frequency channels. Both types
binaural information have a limited resolution; howeve
both are available to help determine source location. A
tener should be able to determine source location to wi
the intersection of the volumes separately determined by
and ITD information. In other words, based on binaural cu
a subject should be able to determine source location
within a volume whose four bounding surfaces are the t
iso-IID spheres and two iso-ITD cones described above.

For the source at location ‘‘3’’ in Fig. 1, the listener
should be able to judge the location of the source as so
where within the gray area on the right half of the figu
based on IID information alone. ITD information constrai
the source to be between the dashed lines on the right sid
the figure. In the horizontal plane, the intersection of th
constraints forms two roughly square regions position
symmetrically about the interaural axis. Rotating these ar
around the interaural axis defines the locus of positions
which the binaural cues are consistent with those from
source at position ‘‘3.’’

The extent of the resulting volume of space varies d
matically with source position. For source positions that
near the head and on the interaural axis, IID cues alone
restrict the source position to a relatively small region
space. In contrast, both iso-IID and iso-ITD surfaces deg
erate to the same surface for a source on the median plan
1630 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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that gross binaural cues only determine source position
broad swatch of space within about 5 deg of the med
plane. For intermediate locations, iso-IID and iso-ITD su
faces are nearly perpendicular to one another and the c
bination of cues provides much more information than eit
cue taken alone. In these cases, the intersection of the
and ITD volumes is a torus-shaped volume.1 We call these
volumes ‘‘tori of confusion2’’ ~after the ‘‘cones of confu-
sion’’! to reflect the additional constraints on source locat
derived from the IID for a nearby source. If the source
more than 2 meters away, the change in IID with sou
position is too gradual to provide spatial information~at least
for an acoustically transparent head!, and the source can onl
be localized to a volume around the correct cone of con
sion.

This analysis demonstrates why one should not think
IID as providing distance information about nearby sourc
per se. Instead, IID cues provide information about the loc
tion of the source in both distance and direction. In additi
distance perception~based on binaural information! does not
depend on source azimuth, but rather on the angle betw
the source cone and the interaural axis. In the next sec
these transparent-head iso-IID and iso-ITD surfaces are c
pared to those derived for a simple rigid, spherical he
model.

II. INTERAURAL DIFFERENCES FOR A RIGID,
SPHERICAL HEAD

Treating the head as rigid sphere, Rabinowitz and
colleagues~Rabinowitzet al., 1993! derived how the pres-
sure on the surface of a rigid sphere varies for a point sou
at an arbitrary location. This analysis has previously be
applied to the problem of determining how sound press
varies with source position for nearby sources~e.g., see Duda
and Martens, 1998; Brungart and Rabinowitz, 1999!. The
current analysis focuses on how much spatial informat
binaural cues convey as a function of source position
how these results differ~and are similar to! the simple analy-
sis given in the previous section.

The current computations also use the spherical h
model presented by Rabinowitzet al. ~1993!. The point re-
ceivers ~ears! are assumed to be at opposite ends of o
diameter of a rigid sphere of radius 8 cm. From these
sumptions, interaural differences depend only on source
tance and cone-of-confusion angle~solutions will be sym-
metrical about the interaural axis!. The complex pressure o
the surface of the sphere was calculated for a uniformly
diating point source at all directions, distances between
cm and 10 m, and frequencies ranging from 20 to 20 000
The ratio of the RMS pressures on opposite sides of
sphere were then computed in order to determine intera
differences in intensity and time as a function of sound f
quency and source position. These results were t
smoothed in frequency using a 1/3-octave-wide kernel.

A. Interaural time differences

ITD was estimated from the phase of the ratio of t
complex transfer functions for the right and left ears. T
interaural phase difference was nearly linear~after unwrap-
1630Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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FIG. 2. IID as a function of spatial
location in an arbitrary plane through
the interaural axis using a spherica
head model with diametrically op-
posed ears. The interaural intensi
difference~right ear relative to left ear,
in decibels! is plotted in the vertical
dimension. The (x,y) position corre-
sponds to the location of the sourc
relative to a head centered at~0,0! of
radius 8 cm. The locations of the ear
are shown by asterisks in thex-y
plane at the bottom of the figure. Th
median plane is located atx50. The
top row ~panels A, B, and C! shows
the overall IID for three different fre-
quencies~500, 2000, and 5100 Hz!.
The bottom row~panels D, E, and F!
shows the normalized IID~total IID
less the IID that arises for a source in
finitely far, i.e., 10 m, from the sphere!
for the same three frequencies.
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ping the phase! up to 6 kHz for all distances and angle
Since ITDs are generally assumed to be relatively unimp
tant above 2 kHz, a single ITD value was estimated for e
source location by averaging the slope of the interaural ph
versus frequency function for frequencies below 2 kHz.

At any particular location, the expected ITD using
spherical head model is larger than that predicted in the
lier analysis, as expected~i.e., the iso-ITD surfaces are mor
closely spaced!. This difference in ITD magnitude arises pr
marily because the path length to the far car is longer fo
rigid sphere compared to an ‘‘invisible’’ head, increasing t
ITD for a given source location. Although the ITD increas
slightly as the source approaches the ear along a partic
cone of confusion, the resulting distance information is n
ligible for most source positions. As a result, the spatial
formation conveyed by the ITD for a rigid head follow
roughly the same geometry as predicted by the analysi
the previous section; namely, the ITD determines source
cation to near a particular cone of confusion. In general,
volumes of the cones of confusion are smaller than for
case of an acoustically transparent head.

B. Interaural intensity differences

The top half~panels A, B, and C! of Fig. 2 plots the IID
as a function of source position for an arbitrary pla
through the interaural axis. In general, the magnitude of
IID increases as the source approaches either ear~consistent
with the analysis for an acoustically transparent head!. In
addition, the IID becomes more complex and grows in m
nitude as frequency increases. At low frequencies~500 Hz
and below, see panel A!, the IID function is shaped nearl
identically to the IID function for an acoustically transpare
head. However, even for low frequencies, the IID magnitu
at a particular location is larger when the head is treated
rigid sphere rather than acoustically transparent. As
1631 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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quency increases, the IID begins to show a directional
pendence, with the IID increasing as the source posit
moves away from the median plane~e.g., see panels B an
C!. The IID actually decreases for mid and high frequenc
as the source position approaches the interaural axis.
results from the fact that the sound waves traveling aro
the head add in phase at the far ear as the source appro
the interaural axis, thereby increasing the intensity of
sound at the far ear and decreasing the IID~the so-called
‘‘acoustic bright spot’’!. In the limit, for sources relatively
far from the head, the iso-IID surfaces must approach
cones of confusion. For these distances, the IID at a gi
frequency depends only on the angle from the source to
interaural axis.

In order to gain further insight into the dependence
the IID on source position, the IID for a source very far fro
the head~i.e., for a source at 10 m! was calculated for all
possible cone-of-confusion angles. For each source posi
the IID that occurs for a source at 10 meters in that direct
was subtracted from the overall IID to form ‘‘normalize
IIDs’’ ~i.e., the IID was normalized by subtracting the II
for a source from the same direction, but at an effectiv
infinite distance!. The normalized IIDs are plotted in the bo
tom half of Fig. 2~panels D, E, and F! for the same frequen
cies shown in the top half of the figure.

At low frequencies, IID is approximately zero fo
sources far from the head and the normalization has l
effect~panels A and D!. For higher frequencies, the IID for
distant source accounts for a large percentage of the ov
IID. Once this distant-source IID is removed, the only po
tional dependence in the IID is nearly identical to the fo
predicted by the analysis for an acoustically transpar
head, independent of frequency~compare panels B and C
with E and F!. In other words, while the magnitude of th
normalized IID is slightly larger than the IID predicted for a
acoustically transparent head, the shape is virtually identi
1631Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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FIG. 3. Iso-IID contours as a function
of spatial location in a plane through
the interaural axis using a spherica
head model. The spherical head is ce
tered at~0,0! and the ears are locate
at ~60.08,0! m. The left half of each
panel shows the overall iso-IID con
tours. The right half of each pane
shows the iso-IID contours that remai
after the IID that arises for a sourc
infinitely far ~i.e., 10 m! from the head
is subtracted. Contours are shown fo
1-dB increments, starting at 1 dB
~contour nearest to the median plane!.
The top row shows the IID for three
different frequencies~500, 2000, and
5100 Hz! assuming that the ears ar
diametrically opposed. In these pane
~A, B, and C!, the results are valid for
an arbitrary plane containing the inter
aural axis. The bottom row shows th
IID for the same three frequencie
when the ears are displaced 10 deg b
hind the center of the head in the hor
zontal plane. In these panels~D, E,
and F!, the results are valid for the
horizontal plane.
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Iso-IID contours derived from the plots in Fig. 2 a
shown in the top row~panels A, B, and C! of Fig. 3 ~the
bottom row is discussed in the next section!. The left side of
each panel shows the full iso-IID contours and the right s
of each panel shows the corresponding normalized iso
contours. For low frequencies~e.g., see panel A!, iso-IID
contours are grossly similar to the iso-IID contours for
acoustically transparent head. At intermediate frequen
~e.g., panels B and C!, the iso-IID contours become comple
varying both with the angle from the interaural axis and
relative distance from the source to the two ears. Once
head-shadow IID component~i.e., the component present fo
sources infinitely far from the head! is removed from the IID
surfaces~right half of each panel!, the remaining iso-IID
contours depend mainly on the relative distance from
source to the two ears, like iso-IID contours for an acou
cally transparent head. The main distinction between the
cases is that the IIDs for an acoustically transparent head
slightly smaller in magnitude than those that arise for
spherical head. As a result, the volumes of spatial uncerta
delineated by the iso-IID contours for the normalized IID
are slightly smaller than from those predicted by an acou
cally transparent head.

This analysis shows that the IIDs that arise for a rig
spherical head model can be broken down into two com
nents. The first component is frequency-dependent
distance-independent. As expected, the magnitude of
distant-source component increases dramatically with
quency. For frequencies below about 500 Hz, this facto
negligible; at high frequencies, this ‘‘head shadow’’ dom
nates the overall IID. The second component, the ‘‘norm
ized IID,’’ varies with the relative distance from the sour
to the two ears and conveys roughly the same spatial in
mation predicted for an acoustically transparent head. W
1632 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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this relative-distance component increases with frequen
the frequency dependence is not pronounced.

C. Tori of confusion

ITD information for a rigid spherical head conveys in
formation about the angle between the source cone and
interaural axis. Although the ITD increases slightly as t
source approaches the head, these deviations from the pe
‘‘cones of confusion’’ are small in perceptual terms~as
pointed out previously; e.g., see Brungart, 1998; Brung
and Rabinowitz, 1999!.

Spatial information conveyed by the IIDs varies dr
matically with frequency. At low frequencies~below 500
Hz!, the IID information is essentially the same as predic
for an acoustically transparent head. At high frequencies,
IID primarily conveys information about source directio
but also conveys some information about the relative d
tances from the source to the two ears. At intermediate
quencies, the IID varies with angle from the interaural a
and with relative distance to the two ears.

In other words, at both intermediate and high freque
cies, part of the information conveyed in the IID covari
with the information conveyed in the ITD. Combining ITD
and IID information will restrict the possible source positio
to a torus of confusion. However, if the source is broadba
combining spatial information in the IIDs in different fre
quency bands will restrict the source location to the sa
torus of confusion, since mid- and high-frequency IIDs co
tain spatial information similar to the information conveye
by ITD.

It must be pointed out that the spherical-head appro
mation becomes increasingly less accurate as frequenc
creases. In particular, above about 6 kHz, spectral notc
and peaks that depend on the angle around the interaural
1632Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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~the angle around the torus of confusion! will begin to
arise in the signals at the ears due to the acoustic effec
the pinnae. These notches and peaks will cause change
only in the energy pattern at the individual ear drums,
will result in IIDs since the effects are different at the le
and right ears. Also, for frequencies between 2 and 5 k
torso reflections may affect the IID~Algazi et al., 1999!.
Thus the IID analysis for a rigid spherical head model
most useful for relatively low frequencies.

Overall, this analysis shows that when sources
within a meter of the listener, low- and mid-frequency II
information should allow listeners to localize a source
within a torus of confusion. This IID information is furthe
refined by the ITD cues, which partially covary with IIDs
mid and high frequencies. Many of the observations m
for the acoustically transparent head analysis continue
hold. For instance, the volume of a torus of confusion
creases as the angle between the source cone and the
aural axis increases until it degenerates to the entire me
plane. The toroidal volume decreases as the angle betw
the source cone and the interaural axis decreases and a
source moves closer to the nearer ear. For sources beyo
meters from the listener, IID changes so gradually with d
tance that it conveys no useful spatial information beyo
that contained in the ITD and the torus of confusion deg
erates into a cone of confusion.

III. INTERAURAL DIFFERENCES FOR DISPLACED
EARS

Human ears are not diametrically opposed on the he
For instance, in their analysis of the range dependence o
HRTF, Duda and Martens~1998! assumed that the ears we
located 10 deg behind the diameter parallel to the intera
axis. This asymmetry is relatively small, but complicates
geometry of iso-binaural surfaces. In particular, the ro
tional symmetry that is assumed in the above discussion
longer holds; instead of symmetrical tori of confusion, b
aural cues will allow the listener to locate the source
within some skewed volume. In this section, we examine
effect of displacing the ears backward on the head.

The same rigid spherical head model was used to ca
late the transfer function from a point source in space
point receivers on the surface of a rigid sphere~Rabinowitz
et al., 1993!. However, the point receivers were assumed
be angularly displaced backward by 10 deg in the horizo
plane. Of course, for a head in which the ears are angul
displaced, different planes containing thex-axis yield
slightly different iso-IID and iso-ITD contours~i.e., binaural
differences are no longer constant on a cone of confusi!.
While full rotational symmetry no longer holds, binaur
cues are mirror symmetric about the horizontal plane@i.e.,
the binaural differences that occur for a source at (x,y,z) are
equal to those for a source at (x,y,2z)#. Such symmetry is
consistent with up/down and down/up reversals that are
casionally reported in the literature~e.g., see Wenzelet al.,
1993!. The only plane containing thex-axis and the two ears
is the horizontal plane (z50); results in this plane show th
greatest~front–back! asymmetry. As a result, the distortio
of the iso-binaural contours from those seen in the anal
1633 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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for the symmetrically placed ears will be greatest through
horizontal plane.

A. Interaural time differences

Iso-ITD contours that arise for a spherical head with t
ears displaced are nearly indistinguishable from the iso-I
contours for a head with diametrically opposed ears. T
biggest difference is that the ITD is slightly smaller at po
tions near an azimuth of 90 deg when the ears are displa
This is explained by the observation that if a source mo
from 78 to 79 deg in the horizontal plane, it moves aw
from the left~far! ear and toward the right~near! ear, causing
an increase in the ITD. However, a source at 80 deg azim
is directly opposite the left ear, so as a source moves fr
azimuth 80 to 81 deg, it actually moves closer to the far
~around the back of the head! as well as moving closer to th
near ear. As a result, for sources located at azimuths betw
80 and 100 deg, the difference in the path lengths to the
ears does not change significantly with azimuth and the m
nitude of the ITD is reduced for locations to the side of t
head. Thus the main effect of positioning the ears behind
center of the head is to decrease ITD magnitude.

B. Interaural intensity differences

The bottom row~panels D, E, and F! of Fig. 3 plots
overall- and normalized-iso-IID contours for locations in t
horizontal plane when the ears are displaced. It should
emphasized that nonhorizontal planes containing thex-axis
would yield different iso-IID contours. In particular, sinc
only the horizontal plane bisecting the head passes thro
the ears, the iso-IID contours for this plane show the grea
asymmetry~and reach the largest values!.

Looking first at the iso-IID contours for the overall IID
~left half of each panel!, the IID function is no longer front–
back symmetric~compare top and bottom rows in Fig. 3!.
There are two factors influencing the IID as a function
location in the horizontal plane. The first can be ascribed
differences in the ratio of the path lengths to the two ea
This factor is maximal for sources located 100 deg to
side of the median plane for sources in the horizontal pl
containing the ears and increases as the source approa
the head. The second factor depends on the head shadow
varies with the direction between source and head as we
with frequency. The relative importance of this second fac
increases with frequency.

The maxima of the normalized iso-IID functions~right
half of each panel! are skewed toward an azimuthal angle
100 deg~in line with the near ear!. Nonetheless, this spatia
dependence is similar to the spatial dependence exhibited
the symmetrical case. The IID information consists of a co
ponent that varies with azimuthal angle and a component
varies with the relative path length from source to the t
ears.

C. Distorted tori of confusion

Because of the asymmetry for angularly displaced e
the combination of IID/ITD information taken across fre
1633Shinn-Cunningham et al.: Tori of confusion
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quency no longer forms a symmetrical torus of confusi
ITD information constrains the source to be on a distor
cone of confusion. In order to gain insight into how the II
would constrain locations for sources at various locations
the horizontal plane, Fig. 4 shows the locations in the h
zontal plane that are consistent with the IID in different fr
quencies~columns! for a source in various locations~rows!.

Figure 4 shows that the tori of confusion are skewed
the angular displacement of the ears, but many of the ob
vations made for the symmetrical model still hold. In pa
ticular, IID information will constrain the source location t
within some volume of space. The size of the volume
creases as the source nears an ear and increases as s
approach the median plane. In general, there are locat
both in front of and behind the listener that could give rise
the observed IID cues at each frequency, consistent w
front/back and back/front reversals. At lower frequencies,
source position is constrained in both distance and direct
similar to predictions from an acoustically transparent he
analysis. As frequency increases, iso-IID contours vary m
dramatically with source direction than source distance
provide information that is similar to the information in th
ITD. For some source positions, the IID in moderate a
high frequencies constrains the source to fall within one
two spatial bands~e.g., see panels C and D!, roughly corre-
sponding to two different cones of confusion~one of which
contains the actual source location!. This occurs because th
IID is not monotonic with source azimuth~see Fig. 2! so that
there can be two or more connected regions of space co
tent with the IID in mid and high frequencies. Lookin
across these spatial constraints, broadband IID informa
~with or without ITD information! restricts the source loca
tion to within a volume of space that forms a distorted to
of confusion.

FIG. 4. Constraints on spatial location due to the IID for a spherical h
model in which the ears are angularly displaced. Each row correspon
one source location~plotted as an asterisk in each panel!. The solid circle in
the middle of the panel shows the head. Each column corresponds
different frequency. In each plot, the source is constrained to fall within
area delineated by the drawn contours by the IID in the correspon
frequency range.
1634 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 107, No. 3, March 2000
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IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

These results show that when sources are close to
ear, IIDs vary dramatically with source position and fr
quency so that using only binaural cues, a broadband so
source can be located to somewhere on a ‘‘torus of con
sion.’’ ITD cues determine source position to within a co
of confusion. IIDs vary with both distance and direction f
sources, but are only significant for sources within one
two meters of the head and close to the interaural axis.

There are two main components of the IID: one th
depends primarily on the ratio of the path lengths from
source to the two ears and one that depends on the dire
from the source to the center of the head. The relative
portance of these two factors depends on frequency, pri
rily because the magnitude of the second factor increa
with frequency.

Of course, the acoustic signals at the ears of a real
tener include many effects not considered here. In particu
the effects of the shoulders, torso, and pinnae are know
be acoustically significant and to affect localization jud
ments. However, the current results demonstrate how g
binaural cues vary with direction and distance. In additio
the current analysis is most accurate at low frequencies,
cisely the frequencies at which IIDs do not occur for dista
sources.

When one considers the problem of how to estim
source position from the acoustic cues available at the
drums, the importance of the ‘‘extra-large’’ IIDs that ca
occur for sources very near the listener becomes clear. It
been reported that ITD cues dominate judgments of sou
direction for broadband sounds~Wightman and Kistler,
1992!. In these experiments, IID and spectral shape cues
rived from individually measured head-related transfer fu
tions ~HRTFs! were pitted against interaural phase inform
tion ~derived from a different spatial location using th
individualized HRTFs!. In the study, the measured HRTF
were taken for relatively distant sources, where only the h
shadow contributed to the IID. The results show that as lo
as the source signal contained low frequencies, judgmen
source direction were dominated by the ITD cue. In contra
many headphone experiments in which ITD and IID cues
pitted against one another~e.g., see the review in Durlac
and Colburn, 1978, as well as Buellet al., 1994; Buell and
Trahiotis, 1997! show that a large, broadband IID favorin
one ear biases judgments of source direction toward that
even when ITD cues indicate a different direction. From t
current analysis, we see that a large, low-frequency IID o
occurs for sources near the earand close to the interaura
axis. Thus in many dichotic headphone studies, the lo
frequency IID in the imposed broadband IID restricts t
possible source location to be a very small volume of sp
close to the ear. A parsimonious explanation for all of the
results is that both ITD and IID information are used to d
termine source position, but that low-frequency ITD info
mation is generally more reliable than head-shadow cu
Only very large, low-frequency IIDs~which can only occur
when sources are very near one ear! are sufficiently reliable
to overcome the dominance of low-frequency ITD inform
tion. In fact, if the auditory system treats ITD and IID info

d
to

a
e
g
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mation as separate, independent channels of spatial info
tion, a maximum-likelihood estimation approach~e.g., see
Duda, 1997!, will predict dual source images~as are often
reported in the literature! for ITD/IID pairings that are incon-
sistent.

It should also be pointed out that energy differences
the signals reaching the two ears are important for spa
unmasking in many real-world listening situations. Thus
pattern of spatial unmasking for sources close to the liste
may be different than when sources are more than a m
away. If a source is near the interaural axis and close to
head, the ‘‘better ear’’ advantage will be more pronounc
than when a source is at the same direction but distant f
the head. However, the extra-large IIDs that arise in suc
situation may actually decrease the binaural componen
spatial unmasking~e.g., see Colburn and Durlach, 1965!.
The question of how these two factors play out under fr
field listening conditions is relevant for understanding spa
unmasking in true ‘‘cocktail party’’ situations, where talke
may be fairly close to the listener.

Finally, it must be emphasized that above 6 kHz, la
IIDs will arise due to the interaction of the pinnae with th
sound waves. At intermediate frequencies, torso effects
alter the IID. However, the analysis presented here is m
useful for predicting the IID for the very frequencies whic
are normally assumed to have zero IID for ‘‘naturally occu
ring,’’ free-field sources. This analysis demonstrates how
unique low-frequency IIDs for sources near the listener
pend upon spatial position, and how these IIDs may all
listeners to determine where on the cone of confusio
source is located.
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1It should be pointed out that the cross-sectional area of the ‘‘torus of c
fusion’’ is not circular, although the word ‘‘torus’’ often conjures an imag
of a solid of rotation with a perfectly circular cross section. The mo
general definition of torus includes any solid created by rotation of a fi
cross-sectional area about an~in this case interaural! axis. Indeed, the cross
sectional shape of the torus of confusion varies with spatial location of
source. For sources very close to one ear, the cross-sectional area is ro
trapezoidal; for sources near the median plane, the cross section is
more asymmetrical and significantly larger.

2We have previously used the more colloquial term ‘‘doughnuts of con
sion’’ to describe the volume of spatial uncertainty.
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